Films with, on, or about trains.
Please see catalog for complete availability details.
3:10 to Yuma
Rated R.
Lions Gate Home Entertainment, produced in 2007, 122 minutes.
A captured outlaw and a Civil War veteran cross paths when the
outlaw needs safe passage to the train taking him to prison and the
veteran volunteers for the job.
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Back to the Future Part III
Rated PG. Universal Studios Home Entertainment, produced in 1990,
118 minutes.
They've saved the biggest trip for last as the most popular timetraveling movie trilogy comes to a rousing conclusion. Stranded in
1955 after a freak accident, Marty McFly discovers he must travel
back to 1885 to rescue Doc Brown from a schoolteacher.
Found as part of the Back to the Future Complete Trilogy
Bridge on the River Kwai
Rated PG. Columbia Pictures, produced in 1957, 155 minutes.
British soldiers are forced to build a railway bridge for their WWII
Japanese captors, unaware of an Allied mission to blow it up. Based
on the novel by Pierre Boulle.
Brief Encounter
Not rated. Metro Goldwyn Mayer, produced in 1946, 86 minutes.
Explores the thrill, pain, and tenderness of illicit romance during gray
Britain of 1945.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
Rated PG. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in 1969,
110 minutes.
The Sundance Kid is the frontier's fastest gun. His sidekick, Butch
Cassidy, is always dreaming up new ways to ge rich fast. If only they
could blow open a baggage car without also blowing up the moneyfilled safe inside, or remember that Sundance can't swim before they
escape a posse by leaping off a cliff into rushing rapide. Times are
changing in the west and life is getting tougher.
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Darjeeling Limited
Rated R. The Criterion Collection, produced in 2007, 91 minutes.
Three American brothers set off on a train voyage across India to find
themselves and bond with each other. They find themselves stranded
alone in the middle of a desert and a new unplanned journey begins.
Emperor of the North
Rated PG. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in 1973,
120 minutes.
A legendary depression-era hobo and his young accomplice battle a
sadistic railroad worker in a determined bid to hitch a ride.
From Russia With Love
Rated PG. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in 1963,
111 minutes.
James Bond travels to Istanbul to retrieve a top secret Soviet decoding
machine. But his mission is put in jeopardy when he falls in love with
a sexy Russian double agent.
The General
Not rated. American Pop Classics, produced in 1926, 75 minutes.
When Union spies steal an engineer's beloved locomotive, he pursues
it single-handedly and straight through enemy lines.

The Girl on the Train
Rated R. Universal Studios Home Entertainment, produced in 2016,
112 minutes.
Rachel is unemployed and devastated by a recent divorce. She fills her
time with drinking, riding the commuter train, and fantasizing about a
seemingly perfect couple the train passes by every day. Then one
morning, Rachel sees something shocking that unravels her and
entangles her in an unfolding mystery.
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The Good, The Bad, The Weird
Rated R. IFC Films, produced in 2008, 130 minutes.
It's 1930s Manchuria, and greed is in the air. A manic outlaw, a nasty
holy man, and a determined bounty hunter are all in hot pursuit of a
treasure map. Throw in Chinese gangsters, the Japanese army, and
other rival factions also in pursuit of the invaluable map, and it all
comes down to a big showdown in the desert.
Great Train Robbery
A group of bandits stage a brazen train hold-up, only to find a
determined posse hot on their heels.
Great Train Robbery
Not rated. Acorn Media, produced in 2013, 181 minutes.
It's November of 1962, and Bruce Reynolds is gathering a group of
men together with the intent of robbing a Royal Mail train bound for
London from Glasgow. The gang holds a practice robbery in the
London Heathrow Airport to see if they're ready, and then, on August
8, 1963, they rob the train of over £2.6 million. Six of Scotland Yard's
finest police officers are called in to investigate the case, determined
to not only recover the stolen money, but also to put away the
masterminds.
Iron Horse
A young man pursues his murdered father's dream of the first
transcontinental railroad, overcoming impossible odds, greedy
officials, crooked Indians, and his father's killer to unite the Union
Pacific and the Central Pacific railways.

The Lady Vanishes
The Criterion Collection, produced in 1938, 96 minutes.
Travelers on a trans-European train are put up in a hotel for the night
due to bad weather. Shortly after the journey begins in the morning,
people begin to disappear
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Lone Ranger
Rated PG-13. Touchstone Home Entertainment, produced in 2013,
149 minutes.
A thrilling adventure infused with action and humor, in which the
famed masked hero is brought to life through new eyes. Native
American spirit warrior Tonto recounts the untold tales that
transformed John Reid, a man of the law, into a legend of justice taking the audience on a runaway train of epic surprises and humorous
friction as the two unlikely heroes must learn to work together and
fight against greed and corruption.
Money Train
Rated R. Columbia Pictures, produced in 1995, 110 minutes.
Two cops, and foster brothers, team up to rob the money train, the
train that carries all the money collected by the subway system that
day.
Murder on the Orient Express
Rated PG. Paramount, produced in 1974, 127 minutes.
In 1935, when his train is stopped by deep snow, detective Hercule
Poirot is called on to solve a murder that occurred in his car the night
before.
Narrow Margin
Not rated. Warner Bros., produced in 1952, 71 minutes.
A cop has been put in charge of protecting a gangster's girlfriend as
she is being transported from Chicago to L.A. by train to testify before
a grand jury. He has his work cut out, though, as there are hitmen on
the train that are after her.

Night Train
Rated R. National Entertainment Media, produced in 2009, 91
minutes.
While on a night train, three strangers discover a corpse and a box of
diamonds. At first, the three scheme to ditch the body and split the
fortune, until their greed and paranoia pit them against each other.
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Night Train to Lisbon
Rated R. Lionsgate, produced in 2013, 111 minutes.
Latin teacher Raimund Gregorius finds a book by Portuguese poet and
doctor Amadeu de Prado and his life is irrevocably changed.
Determined to learn more about the author, Gregorius boards the night
train to Lisbon and begins to piece together an epic story of oppression
and revolution, loyalty and betrayal, love and jealousy, played out
against the backdrop of a brutal fascist dictatorship. In his exploration
of Amadeu de Prado's life, Gregorius finds that life can change in an
instant.

Night Train to Munich
The Criterion Collection, produced in 1940, 90 minutes.
Takes viewers on a World War II-era journey from Prague to England
to the Swiss Alps, as Nazis pursue a Czech scientist and his daughter,
who are being aided by a debonair British undercover agent.
North by Northwest
Not rated. Warner Bros., produced in 1959, 136 minutes.
An advertising man is mistaken for a spy, triggering a deadly crosscountry chase.
Once Upon a Time in the West
Rated PG-13. Paramount Home Entertainment, produced in 1969, 165
minutes.
Frank is a ruthless murderous psychopath who suffers no conscience
pangs after annihilating an entire family, and then leaving another man
to be falsely accused of the slaughter.

Planes, Trains and Automobiles
Rated R. Paramount Home Entertainment, produced in 1987, 92
minutes.
An uptight businessman faces disaster after disaster as he tries to get
back home in time for his family's Thanksgiving dinner, and along the
way is joined by an insane traveling salesman that will not leave him
alone.
Polar Express
Rated G. Warner Bros., produced in 2004, 100 minutes.
When a doubting young boy takes an extraordinary train ride to the
North Pole, he embarks on a journey of self-discovery that shows him
that the wonder of life never fades for those who believe.
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Silver Streak
Rated PG. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in 1976,
113 minutes.
On a long-distance train trip, a man finds romance but also finds
himself in danger of being killed, or at least pushed off the train.
Snowpiercer
Rated R. Anchor Bay Entertainment, produced in 2013, 126 minutes.
The film is set in the future (AD 2031) where, after a failed
experiment to stop global warming, an ice age kills off all life on the
planet except for the inhabitants of the Snowpiercer, a train that travels
around the globe and is powered by a sacred perpetual-motion engine.
Its inhabitants are divided by class; the lower-class passengers in one
of the last cars stage an uprising, moving car by car up to the front of
the train, where the oppressive rich and powerful ride.
Strangers on a Train
Rated PG. Warner Bros., produced in 1951, 204 minutes.
Two strangers accidentally meet and plan to trade murders. The
screenplay of Patricia Highsmith's novel was adapted by Raymond
Chandler.

Taking of Pelham 1 2 3
Rated R. Columbia Pictures, produced in 2009, 106 minutes.
Dispatcher Walter Garber's day is turned upside down when he must
face off against the criminal mind that is holding the passengers of a
New York City subway train hostage after it is hijacked.
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Throw Momma from the Train
Rated PG-13. Metro Goldwyn Mayer, produced in 1987, 88 minutes.
A student tries to convince his writing professor to exchange murders he'll murder his teacher's wife, and the prof will murder his students
mom.
Train of Life
Rated R. Olive Films, produced in 1999, 103 minutes.
The year is 1941, and a tiny Jewish community in France is faced with
some shocking news: the Nazis are coming. But Shlomo, the not-sofoolish village idiot, has a plan; before the Germans can dispatch them
to camps, the townspeople will 'deport' themselves - to freedom. In a
daring race against time, they build their own train and, masquerading
as Nazis and their prisoners, attempt one of the greatest escapes in
history.
Train Robbers
Rated PG. Warner Bros., produced in 1973, 92 minutes.
A feisty, beautiful widow bands together with three cowboy buddies to
recover a cache of gold stolen by her husband and her attempt to clear
his son's name.
Train to Busan
Not rated. Well Go USA, produced in 2016, 118 minutes.
While a zombie-virus breaks out in South Korea, a couple of
passengers struggle to survive on the train from Seoul to Busan.
Transsiberian
Rated R. First Look Home Entertainment, produced in 2008, 111
minutes.
A train journey from China to Moscow becomes a thrilling chase of
deception and murder when an American couple encounters a
mysterious pair of fellow travelers.

Union Pacific
Not rated. Universal Studios Home Entertainment, produced in 1939,
136 minutes.
Jeff Butler, overseer of the Union Pacifics construction, finds a
network of schemers bent on sabotage. Most prominent are gamblers
Sid Campeau, Jack Cordray and Dick Allen. Dick is a former pal of
Jeff's, but their relationship changes as they fight over the railroad and
over Mollie Monahan, the railroads spirited postmistress.
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Unstoppable
Rated PG-13. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in
2010, 98 minutes.
A runaway train, transporting deadly, toxic chemicals, is barreling
down on Scranton, Pennsylvania, and only two men can stop it: a
veteran engineer and a young conductor. Thousands of lives hang in
the balance as these ordinary heroes attempt to chase down one
million tons of hurtling steel and prevent an epic disaster.
Von Ryan's Express
Not rated. 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, produced in 1965,
112 minutes.
An army colonel during WWII leads a daring escape from an Italian
POW camp by hijacking a train in order to transport the POWs. Based
on David Westheimer's novel.

